This paper addresses various aspects of motion-compensated interframe coding.
INTRODUCTION
In transmitting or storing image sequences, one seeks to minimize the amount of information that must be transfered. Previous work 1:1-3] has shown that predicting the motion and accessing the intensity values from the previous frame (Or field) results in a better prediction of the intensity values than trying to predict the intensity values solely from previous intensity values.
Although motion-compensated interframe coding was introduced in the 1970's, relatively little analytical work has been done to prove convergence or rates of convergence. As a result, many of the proposed algorithms and their real-time implementations are ad hoc. We have gone back to the basic motion-compensated technique and analytically determined its properties.
In this way, we have been abLe to propose new techniques for motioncompensated coding.
Two resuLts are presented herein: 1) the image sequence data is investigated in an attempt to develop a more thorough analysis of the convergence requirements and the convergence rate, and 2) a new motion prediction technique is used which decreases the total prediction error [4] The details of the technique cannot be released at this time due to patent proceedings. We hope to be able to describe the technique in detail in the oraL presentation.
The intensity values within a frame are represented by 1(z,t), where z is a two-dimensional spatial vector and t is the frame at time t. If an object moves with purely translational motion, then for some d, where d is the two-dimensional spatial displacement vector of the object point during the time interval [t-i,t], I(z,t) = I(z-d,t-r) (1) Define a function called the displaced frame difference: (2) where d is the displacement estimate. The resulting iterative equation for correcting the displacement estimation is:
where is the convergence coefficient and V I is the two-dimensional spatial gradient.
IMAGE SEQUENCE MODEL
The intensity values for a typical moving edge (hairline against background) is shown in Figure 1 .
The vaLue of the spatial gradient as the edges are traversed in either the x or y direction can readiLy be seen to vary. The edges are best modeled in one dimension by an arctan function.
The intensity function and its derivatives are: In other words, we want the algorithm to converge to the correct displacement at every moving pet, not just within the moving area.
Proof of Convergence
We can prove that the gradient algorithm (eq. 3) which attempts to minimize the DEO converges, under certain conditions, to the true displacement.
The first requirement is that the area between DFD(zad) and DFD(zad> must be a concave surface, a minimum point of which is DFD(z,d). (d0 is the initial estimate of the displacement and d is the actual displacement.) The proof procedure used is similar to one in [1] . The assumptions are that the motion is purely translational and that the uncovered background is neglected. Substitute equation (1) and (2) The number of terms in the Taylor series that are required to obtain a good estimate of the difference in the two intensity values is dependent on two factors: 1) the error in the displacement estimation, and 2) the magnitude of the higher order derivatives of the intensity function. As indicated in Table I , there is no reason to assume that a sufficient estimate is always obtained by retaining only the first term of the Taylor series expansion.
Substituting (5) 
=4
where we choose to use mixed notation for compactness. After some intermediate algebra and regrouping of factors, we obtain 'j+i
where f is a 1x2 matrix defined as a = E Iii j=1 t Subtracting 4 from both sides of (7), we get
where J is the appropriate size identity matrix.
Investigation of stochastic gradient algorithms shOws that convergence properties are trequently determined by analyzing the behavior of the ensemble average [5,61. Taking the expected value of both sides, assuming the two factors on the right-hand side are uncorretated, and applying (4) Schwartz inequality, Their proof assumed convergence over time, i.e. within the moving area, with only one iteration per pel, whereas we are seeking convergence at each and every pel in the moving area. They made no attempt to verify that the they ultimately used (.0625) met their required condition.
The major conflict between analytical requirements and real-time implementation is Chat making small enough to insure convergence forces the convergence rate to be slow. We have seen that for our sequence, should be somewhere in the neighborhood of .0040 for low interframe motion and .0200 for high interframe motion.
We have obtained a set of image sequences We used a noise reduction pre-filtering procedure in all our simulations to improve both picture quality and motion estimation. The displacement updates are clipped to prevent noisy estimates and unnecessary iterations.
The first pair of simulation runs was intended to show the improvement obtainable from the new motion prediction technique. The motion correction was allowed to iterate at most one time. A 35-level symmetric quantizer was used and the motionupdate algorithm allowed to iterate at most one time. The convergence coefficient was set at 1/16 and the update was clipped at 1/16 of a sampling interval. These have been shown experimentally to be the best value for at least one set of sequences [21 and our preliminary experiments indicated that they were nearly optimaL for ours.
The two runs vary in only one point: how the initial estimaRe of the motion vector is obtained. Run I used the d of the (x-1,y-1) pel as an initial estImate of the displacement vector, in Run II, we used our new motion prediction technique [4] . Figure 3 is a plot of the entropy (bit rate) for both runs. Using Run I as a baseline, Run II shows a 36% reduction in maximum bit rate for a frame and a 30% reduction in total bit rate. The maximum bit rate for a frame has great hardwareimplementation implications since it determines the size of the transmiSsion buffer which is required to maintain a constant bit rate.
With respect to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) there was minimal difference in values between runs. The SNR for the predicted frame, however, was highly dependent on frame-to-frame motion. For 2% motion, the SNR for both runs was on the order of 58-62 dB; for 18% motion, the SNR for both runs was about 28 dB. For the 60 frames, using Run I as a baseline, the predicted frames using Run II were about 0.7 dB better.
The second set of runs was intended to show the improvement when the displacement estimation algorithm was allowed to converge at each and every pel. Preliminary runs using Figure 4 is a plot of the entropy (bit-rate) for both runs. From previous simulation runs with the sequence, Lt was determined that 30 frames (1 sec) were sufficient to compare the two approaches.
Using Run III as a baseline, Run IV shows a ll% increase in both maximum bit rate for a frame and in total bit rate for the 30 frame sequence. This increase in bit-rate may be due to the algorithm converging towards non-optimal minimization points.
The difference in SNR between the two runs was again minuscule. 
